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Seeking New Experiences Urban-Outdoor Gap Self actualization Sustainability

The outdoor consumer is changing

The Outdoor Industry Association 
estimates that around 34% of 

outdoor consumers live  in urbanized 
areas, and that ratio will continue to 
grow with ongoing urbanizationg 

trends

Consumer spending has shifted 
to creating memories

1 in 3 buyers rate sustainability 
as extremely important in their 

purchasing decisions, according to 
NPD Group

Consumers are looking for gear 
that not only supports their active 

lifestlye, but allows them to express 
their beliefs and values through the 

brand they choose to wear
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Many people with an 
intermediate skillset 
seek growth outdoors

This growth happens 
in the stretch zone

Panic takes 
users out of 
the stretch zone

Comfort Zone

Stretch Zone

Panic Zone



TRACKER BEACON PURIFIERPOWERBANK NAVIGATOR

We found that panic comes from 5 categories

SEPARATION COMMUNICATION FLEXIBILITYRELIABILITY ORIENTATION

And developed 5 tools to combat these problems
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The power source is the core foundation for any device.

 For our gear we imagined a new one from the ground up.
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Billabong inflatable wetsuit

Avalanche inflation pack

Emergency inflation technology

We created an unexpected solution using portable air 
tanks as a primary source

Leveraging proven technology
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Grow outdoors confidently
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MODULE
Your new battery. Powered by air.



Reliability
Modern devices and their batteries have 
many limitations that can create panic

Can’t charge anywhere or anytime

Not temperature resistant

Not water or weather proof

Degrade over time

Not recycleable

Fragile

MODULE 13
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Power your adventure
The A1R Module uses 3000 psi compressed air to power devices through both electrical and 
mechanical potential. It’s a much more reliable and sustainable solution than batteries because 
it’s durable, unaffected by weather or temperature, and 100% recycleable



Housing

Supercapacitors

Supercapacitor PCB

Air Engine

Linear Shut-off Valve
Moving Pin

Supercapacitors

Supercapacitor PCB

Turbine

Self-Cleaning
Input Valve

Air Tank Module

Air power engine system

MODULE 15



MODULE 16
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Pump to recharge anytime
Get weeks of power off the grid

60 seconds of pumping equals
Full headlamp charge or 1/2 phone charge

24 hours of communication

3 days of navigation

5 days of freshwater purification

1 day of saltwater purification

MODULEMODULE
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Your new battery. Powered by air.

MODULE
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These affordable, durable, and sustainable tools are designed to be clean, approachable, and intuitive.
Simple UI, hidden tech, and intentional features.

This power source fuels 5 new inventions
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POWERBANK
Reliable power anywhere
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Our solution needs to accomodate their gear 
using the A1R Module power source

POWERBANK

Reliability
Extending

Other devices and existing gear all run 
on batteries
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Bridging our power source to 
existing gear
LED Array 
Dual USB-C Ports
Accessory Power Output

POWERBANK



POWERBANK 23
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POWERBANK
Reliable power anywhere
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NAVIGATOR
Never lose your way



Durability

Battery life

Gps signal issues

Distracting

Orientation
Smartphones are unrealible as 
navigators

NAVIGATOR 27



NAVIGATOR 28

Explore without l imitation
Keeps track of your location to provide in context directions.
Whether it’s a fork in your path or you’re completely lost off trail, you can always find 
your way. A full color E-Ink display embedded under transparent rubber for durability.



29NAVIGATOR

Liz gets lost while looking for a 
waterfall she hears nearby

She takes out her A1R Navigator 
to help her find the way back to 
the trail



30NAVIGATOR

The Navigator uses it’s preloaded 
maps to lead Liz to the waterfall



31NAVIGATOR



32NAVIGATOR



3.2 miles
7.1 to go

Switch modes
Capacitive switch

NAVIGATION OVERVIEW BACKTRACKING

ELEVATION15 minutes
from start

900 feet
4 minutes

Back to trail

2K

1.1K
395405

695

(feet)

Air Power

22 hours

33NAVIGATOR
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NAVIGATOR
Never lose your way
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TRACKER
Never lose your group



Large size reflects constant usage of power
Require smartphone to use
Too complex

Separation
Separating from friends can become 
dangerous. Devices that try solve for 
this miss the mark.

TRACKER 36



37TRACKER

Track friends when lost
A full color E-Ink display, which is embedded under transparent rubber for durability, allows 
the user to find friends when lost. Powered by a supercapacitor, a GPS chip provides data to 
the Navigator through an antenna array and ultra low power transciever. 

Supercapacitor charging port to Navigator

Full color E-Ink Display embedded under transparent 
rubber for durability

Natural rubber grip

Retractable hook
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Liz realizes she has fallen behind 
her group, which is getting 
increasingly farther away.

She peeks at her Tracker to see 
which direction and how far her 
group has traveled.
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Liz is now able to easily locate 
and catch up to her friends.

TRACKER
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Tap to charge instantly
Supercapacitors in the tracker recharge in seconds

TRACKER
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TRACKER
Never lose your group
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BEACON
Get help anywhere



BEACON

Cost
Distracting
Complexity
Too many features
Battery vulnerable to cold
Promotes hyperconnectivity

Communication
Satellite phones are too complex and 
expensive for most users
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Combating panic with simplicity
The A1R Beacon inflates a balloon using a pre-loaded helium module 
powder coated red to represent emergency. It has a speedform-like 
design to convey motion. A deploying module carries a cellular radio 
with initial GPS coordinates to send to first responders.

Helium Tank - Push to inflate balloon

Balloon launch module with cellular 
radio

Deploying module is made from 99% biodegradable 
materials including activated carbon supercapacitors
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After getting lost and stranded 
for the night, Liz launches her 
A1R Beacon as a last resort 
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GPS aquires launch location
When deploying the A1R Beacon, it grabs your current GPS 
coordinates for later use



47BEACON

Drifts until  reaching cell  service
Once the A1R Beacon finds cell service, it communicates your launch 
coordinates to Search and Rescue, as well as friends and family
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BEACON
Get help anywhere
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WATER PURIFIER
Purify water anywhere



50WATER PURIFIER

Can’t purify snow
Can’t purify salt water
Easily breakable from freezing
Require physical effort every use
Filter replacement needed often

Versatil ity
Current water purifiers don’t work in 
every climate



51WATER PURIFIER

A1R Water
Bottle

12 oz

16 oz
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Purify snow.
Purify salt water.
Internal heating coils in the base are heated by the A1R power bank to melt snow.

Composite bands hold tension up to 1000 psi for overcoming the osmotic pressure of salt water.

Composite tension bands

Transparent metal cup window

Purified water output tube

Water purification module

Metal cup base for heating

Flexible tube cover

A1R Module

Auto expansion mechanism

Titanium housing

Heating coil powerbank input

WATER PURIFIER
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Purifies for years.
Won’t break when frozen.
A new proprietary purifying media doesn’t need to be replaced often 
and doesnt break when freezing during cold nights like other purifiers.

WATER PURIFIER
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WATER PURIFIER
Purify water anywhere
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Supporting peace of mind by solving for panic
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LE APPENDIX







“It’s not the fucking spa”
“If you’re fucked you’re fucked”

“Dude are we like, insane?”

Notable process quotes
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